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Abstract 
 

The hybrid architecture of content delivery networks (CDN) and peer-to-peer overlay 

networks (P2P) is a promising technology enables effective real-time streaming services. It 

complements the advantages of quality control and reliability in a CDN, and the scalability of 

a P2P system. With real-time streaming services, however, high connection setup and media 

delivery latency are becoming the critical issues in deploying the CDN-P2P system. These 

issues result from biased peer selection without location awareness or content awareness, and 

can lead to significant service disruption. To reduce service disruption latency, we propose a 

group-based CDN-P2P hybrid architecture (iCDN-P2P) with a location/content-aware 

selection of peers. Specifically, a SuperPeer network makes a location-aware peer selection by 

employing a content addressable network (CAN) to distribute channel information. It also 

manages peers with content awareness, forming a group of peers with the same channel as the 

sub-overlay. Through a performance evaluation, we show that the proposed architecture 

outperforms the original CDN-P2P hybrid architecture in terms of connection setup delay and 

media delivery time. 
 

 

Keywords: Peer-to-peer network, content delivery network, live streaming services, content 

awareness, location awareness 
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1. Introduction 

Hybrid content delivery networks (CDN) and peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks are 

complementary technologies to facilitate large-scale and reliable media distribution with low 

deployment cost. Thus, the CDN-P2P hybrid architecture has been highly recommended as an 

effective real-time streaming approach [1]. In related works, several CDN-P2P hybrid 

architectures have been studied. Dongyan Xu et al. [2] have proposed a cost-effective 

CDN-P2P mechanism to obtain handoff time between CDN-P2P and P2P, reducing the 

management cost of CDN servers. Cahill et al. [3] suggested a novel algorithm relating to the 

effective placement of CDN servers for high-quality media delivery. These studies primarily 

cover certain integration and collaboration issues between CDN and P2P.  

To provide a seamless real-time streaming service, the peer selection mechanism is the 

crucial concern among several P2P issues. In the original CDN-P2P, a random peer-selection 

mechanism is used to lookup available target peers regardless of their physical location. This 

increases the connection setup time (first playback delay) and packet delivery latency 

considerably between the requesting peer and the target peer, and eventually, affects the 

seamless media streaming services. 

Until now, the issue of biased peer selection in the CDN-P2P architecture has not been 

addressed. This gap motivated us to propose a group-based CDN-P2P architecture 

(iCDN-P2P), which creates a location/content-aware peer selection. Specifically, a SuperPeer 

network makes a location-aware peer selection by employing a content addressable network 

(CAN), which has the advantage of location awareness to distribute channel information. It 

also manages peers with content awareness, forming a group of peers with same channel as the 

sub-overlay. 

In the iCDN-P2P, a new peer sends a channel request to a SuperPeer located in the same 

CAN zone to obtain a peer list of its channels of interest. The SuperPeer provides the peer with 

a list of those peers that are physically close to the requesting peer, which then connects with 

the peers obtained in the list. This can significantly decrease connection setup time compared 

to the original CDN-P2P architecture. Moreover, it greatly reduces media delivery latency to 

forward streaming packets. 

To ensure dependability of the overlay in case of a high churn rate, peers with neighbor 

links to the joining or leaving peers require updates. As the churn rate increases, the overlay 

network eventually partitions, causing lookup queries to return inconsistent results and 

significant degradation in the overlay’s service quality. Voulgaris et al. [4] described a 

gossip-based membership management protocol, CYCLON, which deal with a high node 

churn in unstructured P2P overlays. CYCLON acts as a lightweight protocol, meaning that the 

peer obtains random nodes of the network to execute gossiping. This random peer selection in 

the gossip protocol is an inefficient strategy to maintain the overlay. Because a particular peer 

can be chosen to execute gossip many times, that incurred unnecessary maintenance delay. In 

this paper, we modify gossip protocol, which based on a heuristic approach, to handle 

churn-rate in our specific architecture.      

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, the related studies are described, 

second, a solution and related data structure are presented. Third, churn rate handling is 

proposed in the next section. The performance analysis in both static and dynamic 

environment is described in section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are offered.  
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2. Related Work 

2.1 Current P2P Live Streaming Systems 

Nowadays, several P2P streaming systems have adopted a mesh-based streaming approach 

and have deployed successfully in the real environment, such as PPTV [5], PPStream [6], and 

CoolStreaming [7]. These technologies offer high scalability and reliability compared to the 

tree-based approach, when the number of participating peers increases.  

Fig. 1 shows a general P2P live video streaming network. A new peer joins the overlay and 

gets a live streaming channel; first, it contacts the tracker server to obtain a list of peers that are 

watch the same channel (step 1). The tracker returns a number of active peers (step 2). The 

peers establish connections with one other and exchange a peer list, chunk bitmaps 

information in a neighbor list, and obtain video content (steps 3 and 4). Finally, each peer must 

report its status, chunk information to the tracker server periodically (step 5). 
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Fig. 1. General P2P live streaming architecture 

2.2 The existing CDN-P2P Hybrid Network Model 
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Fig. 2. Network model of CDN-P2P hybrid architecture  
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The existing architecture of CDN-P2P [8] consists of a two-level hierarchical model, as shown 

in Fig. 2. The process of content delivery is divided into two phases: CDN distribution at the 

top, and P2P distribution at the bottom. The content source disseminates data to dedicated 

CDN servers, and caches there. A new peer sends a request to the nearest CDN server to obtain 

data as quickly as possible. After that, another peer wants to obtain the same content; it 

contacts the peers that are inside its P2P overlay to exchange content with each other.  

3. A Group-based CDN-P2P Hybrid Network Architecture  

3.1 Group-based CDN-P2P Hybrid Network Architecture (iCDN-P2P) 
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Fig. 3. The concept of group-based CDN-P2P (iCDN-P2P) hybrid architecture 

 

In iCDN-P2P, a peer that is physically close to a CDN server is selected to act as a SuperPeer, 

which stores the peer-id lists, the channel information that a peer watches, and peer status 

information. SuperPeers join a distributed hash table (DHT) overlay to distribute this 

information. CAN algorithm [9] is applied for building a SuperPeers overlay network. CAN 

algorithm used a virtual coordinate space (usually 2-dimensional) to store pairs of (key, value), 

key K is hashed and mapped onto a point T in CAN space. The (K, value) pair is stored at the 

node that owns the zone which corresponds to the point T. To get a value corresponding to key 

K, peer looks up the point T which maps key K and then retrieves data from the peer whose 

zone has point T. Every node in CAN overlay maintains a routing table that holds IP address 

and virtual coordinate zone of its neighbors. The CAN overlay construction mechanism 

allocates peers to zones at random and it did not consider peer’s location. So, using the binning 

technique [10], SuperPeers are assigned to different bins, and each bin is allocated to certain 

zones of the CAN P2P overlay network [9].       

Fig. 3 describes the proposed architecture which includes two hybrid layers of a structured 

and unstructured P2P overlay network: 

 SuperPeer overlay: each bin (same area) will select a peer to act as SuperPeer which has 

functions similar to the tracker in a general P2P live streaming system; these SuperPeers 
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distribute within the overlay instead of a centralized server. The SuperPeer overlay is 

constructed using a CAN algorithm, and considering location-awareness. 

 Sub-overlay (unstructured overlay): at each CDN server’s location, peers watching the 

same channel are grouped as sub-overlay. So, peers that are in the same group have two 

meanings: they are adjacent in geographical terms, and share an interest in the same 

video content. 

Peers that watch the same channel and that are located in the same physical area form a 

group sub-overlay. SuperPeer manages every sub-overlay to provide the live video streaming 

service network. 

When a peer wants to obtain peer-lists to make connection with the requesting channel, it 

contacts the nearest SuperPeer instead of querying to a tracker server. If SuperPeer has no 

related peer lists for the requesting channel, the peer sends the request to a SuperPeer located 

in the other sub-overlay within the CAN overlay network. 

3.2 Overlay Construction for SuperPeers 

In this section, to construct an overlay network for SuperPeers, a binning technique with 

locality-awareness has been designed. The main idea behind the binning technique is as 

follows: As a first step, a peer measures its round-trip time (RTT), which is distinguished as a 

set of pre-defined landmarks; then, we order RTT values by increasing latency. Peers who 

have the same order form a group within the same bin. 

The content addressable network (CAN) overlay construction mechanism allocates peers to 

zones at random. Thus, adjacent peers on CAN are not topologically close in the underlying IP 

network. This leads to inefficient routing, because every application-level service on the CAN 

overlay could be between two geographically-distant peers. Applying this binning strategy, we 

can construct a CAN overlay network that is congruent with the underlying IP topology. 

In the iCDN-P2P architecture, we consider the location of the SuperPeer based on CDN 

servers when constructing a DHT overlay network. Hence, an improved CAN overlay network 

is the optimization method to construct a SuperPeer overlay network. SuperPeers will be 

located in CAN zones according to the order of RTT values achieved. 
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Fig. 4. CAN-based overlay construction for SuperPeers 

 

Fig. 4 provides an instance of SuperPeer overlay construction. If we assume that there are 

three pre-defined landmarks, we get 3! = 6 bins with maximum counts. These landmarks are 

applied to calculate RTT to find suitable CDN servers; therefore, the location of the CDN 
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server is also considered. Then SuperPeers are located in CAN zones according to the ordering 

of RTT values achieved. 

When the RTT measurement is inaccurate, the location of SuperPeer in CAN overlay 

network maybe is not optimal. The allocation of SuperPeers into CAN bases on the order of 

RTT values achieved. If we increase the number of landmarks, we can reduce the change of 

this ordering. Therefore, the efficient of SuperPeers’ location-awareness property can still 

achieve.  

3.3 System Operation 

Fig. 5 shows the operation of a new peer X that wants to get peer lists for channel A. Peer X 

measures the RTT to each landmark, L1, L2, L3. Then, the values are arranged in ascending 

order to determine to which bin the peer X belongs. From the proposed signaling procedure, 

peer X determines a suitable SuperPeer that is located in the same area (e.g., SuperPeer 1). It 

sends a request to SuperPeer 1 to obtain the peer lists related to channel A.  

The following steps describe the system operation in detail: 

Step 1: If there are peers that watch channel A, SuperPeer 1 returns a peer list (P1, P2, P3) 

according to a peer-list request. 

Step 2: If there is nothing related to channel A, peer X sends a request() signal to SuperPeer 

1 to obtain the hashed values for channel A. In this case, SuperPeers 3 and 4 are returned. If the 

number of peers watching channel A is larger than the other one, peer X sends a request() 

signal to SuperPeer 4 by choosing SuperPeer1. 

Periodically, the other peers update their status information to SuperPeer; the update 

message includes information about peer status, regarding peers left already or still alive. 
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Fig. 5. Content/location-aware peer selection mechanism 

3.4 Data Structure 
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Fig. 6. Sub-overlay structure in details 

 

A SuperPeer maintains a database for the peers located at the same sub-overlay that 

corresponds to each channel. Each peer inside a sub-overlay adds an entry into database 

consisting of 3 fields as in Fig. 6: 

 Information about the channel existing at the considered location 

 List of peer IDs, which denote hashed values of IP address and port number  

 Statuses of each peer for failure and leave detection 

When a peer sends a request to get a video channel in the DHT overlay network, a list of 

SuperPeers is returned. An efficient SuperPeer selection is determined by defining a new data 

storage mechanism for a CAN algorithm. The live streaming service network in this storage 

situation requires two main functions: registration and lookup. SuperPeers store the mapping 

from the channel-ID to the SuperPeer-ID attaching the number of peers that are currently 

watching the channel. 

  mapping(Channel-ID, SupeerPeer-ID + Number of Peers) 

Lookup: a new peer (client function) uses the fetch() method of data storage to retrieve the 

SuperPeer-ID that had registered the channel information. 

To register channel information, a peer stores the PStreamRegistrationData structure. For 

example, SuperPeer 1 has obtained channel information about “channel A” whose channel-ID 

is “Channel 1”, and includes the number of peers in sub-overlay that are watching channel A, 

called the peer list.  

An instance of the stored mapping in the CAN overlay: 
 

 
Fig. 7. An instance of stored data in SuperPeer 1 

 

The contents of a PStreamRegistrationData structure are described as in Fig. 8: 

 PeerID: only local meaning inside sub-overlay 

 PStreamRegistration Kind-ID definition includes: Kind-ID is the Channel-ID. The 

stored data are a PStreamRegistrationData, which contain the combination of the 

SuperPeer-ID and PeerID-list (peers interested in the same channel). 
 

1. Channel-ID1 --> SP1, 3, [peerID4, peerID3, PeerID9] 

2. Channel-ID1 --> SP3, 5, [peerID1, peerID2, peerID5, peerID8, peerID7] 
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Fig. 8. PStreamRegistrationData Pseudo Code 

 

According to the lookup function, a peer uses the request() method to retrieve SuperPeer-ID 

and peerID-list. Based on these peerID-lists, a peer can decide which SuperPeer is the most 

suitable. Finally, the peer establishes connections with peers within the peer list.  

3.5 Churn Rate Handling 

To ensure dependability of the overlay in case of a high churn rate, peers with neighbor links to 

the joining or leaving peers require updates. As the churn rate increases, the overlay network 

eventually partitions, causing lookup queries to return inconsistent results and significant 

degradation in the overlay’s service quality. 

Dealing with the highly dynamic nature of peers is crucial to ensure the robustness of the 

P2P-CDN. In our proposed architecture, there are two situations that cause a churn-rate 

problem:  

 Peers in the sub-overlay join or leave 

 SuperPeer leaves 

In this section, we focus on the procedures that maintain sub-overlay by detecting failure 

peers as quickly as possible. 

3.5.1 Churn Rate Handling caused by Regular Peers in Sub-overlay 

When regular peers (peers in sub-overlay) leave or fail frequently, the existing peers have to 

connect with other peers to establish new connections and get video chunks. There is a 

playback latency and video transmission delay of a few minutes in case of a dynamic 

environment. To reduce this latency and delay, a gossip protocol [11] can be used to maintain 

the P2P overlay. However, the peer selection for gossiping in this protocol is random. That 

caused inefficiencies when updating peers’ status information among one another. 

To optimize the gossip protocol for solving the churn-rate problem in our architecture, we 

propose a new mechanism based on the heuristic method to modify the gossip protocol. This 

method adds new field to exchanged messages to set peer priority. Instead of selecting peers 

randomly for gossiping, a peer with a higher time to live (TTL) will be selected. The reason is 

that a peer that joins to the overlay first and has no updates from other peers will have a high 

probability failure. To do that, each peer maintains a new value – Time to Update (TTU) – 

denoting the time since the moment it was updated by the other peer. 

When a peer executes a gossip procedure actively, active behavior can be described as in 

Algorithm 1. Periodically, after Tgossip (gossip period), peer[a] initiates a gossip exchange. 

Peers in the peer[a]’s view will increase their own TTU value, meaning that the period that the 

peers have not updated via gossip protocol by other peer yet. Churn information of all peers in 

1. struct{  

2. uint16 peer_id_list_length; 

3. PeerID peer_id_list [peer_id_list_length]; 

4. }DestPStreamData 

5. struct{  

6. opaque superPeer_ID [2]; 

7. DestPStreamData data; 

8. }PStreamRegistrationData  
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peer[a]’s view is stored in churn_info. Peer[a] selects the peer with the highest TTU for 

updating by gossip exchange protocol. Then, the TTU value of peer[b] is reset to zero. 

 

 
Algorithm 1. Active behavior of peer[a]’s improved gossip protocol 

3.5.2 Churn Rate Handling caused by SuperPeer 

When the SuperPeer leaves, it is important to back up the management information to another 

SuperPeer to maintain the operation of the whole system. The SuperPeer’s CAN structure 

overlay provided a mechanism to address the churn-rate problem. When a peer in the CAN 

overlay leaves or fails, another peer, one that has the nearest zone will cover its function in 

overlay. So, before the SuperPeer in our proposed architecture leaves the overlay, these peers 

back all its information up to the other peer. Simultaneously, SuperPeer notifies all the peers in 

its sub-overlay about its leaving by broadcasting a message.  

Fig. 9 is an instance of maintenance mechanism when SuperPeer 2 leaves the overlay. We 

assume SuperPeer 4 is allocated on the nearest zone with SuperPeer 2. SuperPeer 2 backs all 

its information up to SuperPeer 4 before leaving the overlay and SuperPeer 2 notifies to all 

peers in its sub-overlay. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Maintenance mechanism when SuperPeer leaves 

 

In case of a SuperPeer failure, a virtual SuperPeer is designed to support this issue. 
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1. wait(Tgossip) 

2. for(int i=1; i<viewSize; i++) 

3. view[i].TTU++; 

4. peer[b] <-- peer[a].select_oldest(); 

5. peer[a].send(GossipMess) --> peer[b] 

6. peer[a].receive(GossipMess') <-- peer[b] 

7. set(peer[b].TTU) --> 0 
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SuperPeer backs its information up to a virtual SuperPeer, and this virtual SuperPeer is 

administered by the operator. 

4. Simulation Evaluation 

4.1 Simulation Scenario 

We conduct simulation-based experiments using the OverSim framework [12] over 

OMNeT++ v4.1 [13]. In order to simulate a CDN-P2P hybrid network for providing live 

streaming services, an overlay with the following functionalities is created: 

 Mesh construction & maintenance  

 Packet scheduling 

 Buffer map exchange & video transmission 

In application layer, Tier 1 provides a mechanism to schedule video frame, to exchange 

neighbor’s buffermap. At Tier 2, the CDN server will stream video to regular peers by 

attaching a Camera function. Encoded MPEG-4 video files are distributed here. The camera 

function reads this video trace file to send to requested peers. (An MPEG-4 file can be 

downloaded from Arizona University: http://trace.eas.asu.edu). A Player function is attached 

to regular peers to decode MPEG-4 video.  

Fig. 10 describes a scenario of our proposed CDN-P2P hybrid network architecture. First, 

we initiate one Tracker server for providing and updating a peer-list to new peer, and five 

CDN servers to distribute live video streaming to regular peers.  

The number of peers is initiated at 100 peers, the interval between node creation is 0.1 

seconds, meaning that the creation of new peer is ready to join the overlay to receive live 

streaming 0.1 second after the previous peer was generated. 
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Fig. 10. Proposed CDN-P2P hybrid network scenario (iCDN-P2P) 

 

When a new peer joins the overlay network, it contacts the tracker server to get a peer list. 

At the beginning, the tracker chooses the CDN server randomly and returns to the new peer. 

Peers establish connections with the CDN server and other peers in a received peer list. For 

simulating our proposed CDN-P2P hybrid architecture, peers establish five groups that 

correspond to the five CDN servers’ location. In a real situation, the CDN servers are 
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distributed accross the world; therefore, the distance between CDN servers is much larger. 

Also, new peers will determine the nearest CDN server based on some algorithms in the CDN 

network, which is not random, as in this simulation. 

Fig. 11 shows the operational procedure of our proposed CDN-P2P hybrid architecture, 

iCDN-P2P. 
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Fig. 11. Operational procedures 

 

Fig. 12 describes an instance of an original CDN-P2P hybrid network architecture 

(oCDN-P2P) which Xu et al. have described [2]. In this architecture, when a new peer requests 

a list of peers, the tracker returns peers randomly.   
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Fig. 12. Original CDN-P2P hybrid architecture as in [2] 
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Other parameters are initialized in this simulation: 

 
Table 1. Parameters configuration 

Parameter Name Value 

Packet size 1000 byte 

Source bandwidth 6 Mbps 

Video average rate 512 Kbps 

Frame per second (*) 25  

Storage capacity in peer 

buffer (*) 

30s 

(*) Camera/Player’s Parameters 

4.2 Simulation Results 

4.2.1 Simulation Results in Static Environment 

In the simulation, we evaluate the improvement of our proposed CDN-P2P hybrid architecture 

(iCDN-P2P) compared to the original CDN-P2P architecture (oCDN-P2P), in terms of the 

following factors: 

 End-to-end delay: the time between creating a frame in the source node and playing it in 

destination node, and the average value for which each peer receives all frames in 

simulation time 

 Frame error rate: determined by total frames loss/total frames x 100 

 First playback delay: the time from when a peer joins the overlay and requests the video 

frame until the peer receives the first frame to play 

The simulations are executed within 200 seconds, five times for each simulation. Then, we 

obtain statistical information by “globalStatistics  addStdDev”, then we calculate the 

average value and represent output to Gnuplot [14].  

The results of two architectures, in terms of end-to-end delay, are described in Fig. 13. This 

metric becomes lower for improved CDN-P2P architecture (iCDN-P2P) as network nodes 

increase. Peer selection with location awareness reduces the distance for video transmission 

between peers, and with content awareness, can extend the list of peers who are able to watch 

the same channel easily. So, when the network grows, the difference of two architectures is 

clear.  

 

 
Fig. 13. Average end-to-end delay against the number of peers joins the overlay 
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Fig. 14 shows the frame error rate, or called as frame lost. For simulating live video 

streaming, the structure of video trace file includes Time field. This value indicates the 

timestamp which receiver has to receive video packet. We can determine the number of frame 

loss based on this timestamp. If a peer receives the frame which does not meet the requirement 

of time field, that is an error frame. In Fig. 14, when the number of peers increases, both 

architectures raise the frame error rate up. Among that, our proposed architecture with 

location/content-awareness reduced the frame loss. The distance between two peers in our 

architecture is shorter than the original architecture, so it takes a shorter period to transfer 

video. 

 
Fig. 14. Frame error rate of received video against the number of peers 

 

 
Fig. 15. First playback delay against the number of peers 

 

Fig. 15 shows the first playback delay as the network grows. Because of the limited 

buffering capacity of CDN servers and peers, at a particular time, the number of frames that 

are provided to new peers is also limited. When the number of peers increases, those peers who 

joined late have to wait for a longer period to start playing the video. In our architecture, the 

CDN server returns a list of peers considering the peers’ location (peers that are closest to 

requesting peer), so the delay for video frame transmission will be reduced. 

4.2.2 Simulation Results in Dynamic Environment 
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In the previous simulation, there are three kinds of peers: the Tracker server 

(*.churnGenerator[0]), CDN server (*.churnGenerator[1]), and regular peers 

(*.churnGenerator[2]). All peers are simulated with noChurn, meaning that we simulate our 

scenarios in a static environment. 

For simulating in a dynamic environment, we use the LifetimeChurn in Oversim. The 

lifetimeMean = 5 (s), which means that after five seconds a random peer leaves the overlay.  

As with operation of an original CDN-P2P hybrid architecture, peers in overlay will 

periodically send a Notification_Neighbor message to the tracker server to update the 

information about its neighbors. If the interval time for sending this message is too short, the 

overhead of the network will increase and consume processing resources for unnecessary 

messages, because the peer list in each peers did not change over a short period.  
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Fig. 16. Improved gossip protocol operation in simulation 

 

The peer receives a Neighbor_Response message from the tracker server, using an array to 

store the peer list. So, after joining the overlay and requesting the list of peers who are watch 

the same video streaming, every peer in the overlay system will store the neighbor list. This 

neighbor list is for implementing the improved gossip protocol, and each neighbor attaches a 

value; namely, TTU. 

Periodically (after Tgossip), each peer in overlay will create a GossipRequest message to 

send to one of its neighbors in the neighbor array. This gossip message will update the 

neighbors’ lists among one another. If one peer in the neighbor list fails or leaves, the gossip 

message updates this information to the passive gossip peer.  

In addition, the peer receives GossipRequest message replies GossipResponse message. 

In Fig. 16, regular peer 1 sends Notification_Neighbor message to tracker server for 

updating its neighbor information. Periodically (after notify period), it sends this message 

again. Besides that, regular peer 1 uses GossipRequest message to execute improved gossip 

protocol with regular peer 2. We assume regular peer 2 is the peer which has the highest TTU.  

Fig. 17 is the operation when peer receives Gossip_Request message.    
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Fig. 17. Process of replying GossipResponse message 

 

Fig. 18 provides the results that compare our proposed CDN-P2P hybrid architecture in 

both a static environment and a dynamic environment. The results show that the CDN-P2P 

hybrid architecture has been affected by peer churn rate in terms of end-to-end delay. 

We simulate a improved gossip protocol in our proposed CDN-P2P hybrid architecture for 

providing live streaming. The value of updating the neighbor list to the tracker server in both 

scenarios is the same (value of neighbor_notify_period). The results show that the end-to-end 

video transmission delay, in the case of the executing the improved gossip protocol, is reduced 

compare to the previous one. The reason for this improvement is the peers in overlay updating 

each other, so that there is quick notification regarding the leaving or failing of peers.  

 
Fig. 18. Simulation results of CDN-P2P hybrid architecture for live video streaming services in 

dynamic environment 

5. Conclusions 

A hybrid content delivery network (CDN) and peer-to-peer (P2P) network are complementary 

technologies that facilitate large-scale and reliable media distribution with low deployment 

costs. However, in real-time streaming services, the issues of high connection setup and media 

delivery time have not been resolved. This significant service disruption is caused by biased 

peer selection without location awareness or content awareness. To reduce service disruption 

time, as occurred in the original CDN-P2P operation, we proposed a group-based CDN-P2P 

hybrid architecture (iCDN-P2P), which creates a location/content-aware peer selection. 

Specifically, a SuperPeer performs a location-aware peer selection by employing a content 

1. if (simpleMeshmsg->getCommand() == GOSSIP_REQUEST) 

2. { 

3. update neighbor list 

4. SimpleMeshMessage* joinResponse = new SimpleMeshMessage("joinResponse"); 

5. joinResponse->setCommand(JOIN_RESPONSE); 

6. joinResponse->setSrcNode(thisNode); 

7. sendMessageToUDP(simpleMeshmsg->getSrcNode(),joinResponse); 

8. } 
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addressable network (CAN) that has the advantage of location awareness to distribute channel 

information. It manages the peers with content awareness, forming a group of peers that use 

the same channel as the sub-overlay uses. The simulation demonstrated that the iCDN-P2P is 

more efficient than the original CDN-P2P in terms of total service disruption time. 
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